Information for Participants

As we cannot see the end of Novel Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) infection spread, the annual meeting will be held as a “hybrid meeting”, involving both on-site and online participation. If any change occur due to the infection situation, announcement will be made immediately on the meeting website (http://jshr28.umin.jp/).

We are sorry for the inconvenience, but we are doing our best to prepare for the meeting. Thank you very much for your understanding and cooperation.

1. Dates
  On-site and Live streaming: June 24 (Fri.) and June 25 (Sat.), 2022
  On-demand Video streaming: July 5 (Tue.) - July 19 (Tue.), 2022

2. Venue
   HOTEL HEWITT KOSHIEN
   3-30 Koshien Takashio-cho, Nishinomiya-shi, Hyogo, 663-8166, Japan
   Phone: +81-798-48-1111   FAX: +81-798-48-5111
   Official Website: https://www.hotel-hewitt.com/

3. President
   Hiroto Miwa, M.D., Ph.D.
   Emeritus professor, Hyogo Medical University

4. Registration
   Participation fee: 12,000 JPY
   General Reception: 2F, HOTEL HEWITT KOSHIEN
      June 24 (Fri.) 7:00 - 19:00
      June 25 (Sat.) 7:00 - 19:00
   *If you are participating from online only, please contact congress secretariat via email (jshr28-secretariat@sunpla-mcv.com).

5. Program Abstract Book: 2,000 JPY

6. For participation
   ■ Official Language: Japanese and English
   ■ For those participating on-site (combined with online participation)
     ➢ Please cooperate on checking your body temperature at the entrance.
     ➢ You are asked to wear a mask at all times.
     ➢ Unless permitted by the congress secretariat in advance, you are prohibited from all kind of photographing, video or audio recording of the presentation slides in the meeting venue.
How to access online streaming website will be informed on the day at the reception.

For those participating from online only

- How to access online streaming website will be informed individually.
- Online participants are strictly prohibited to make any kind of recording with camera or smartphone, making screenshots on smartphone or as such and or use of video camera.

7. Information on meeting venue

- **Numbered tickets for Luncheon seminars**
  There are no distribution of tickets. Please visit the seminar room when the program you wish to attend starts. Please note that lunch boxes prepared for programs are limited in numbers.

- **Corporate exhibition**
  Corporate exhibition will be held at the exhibition venue (Foyer, 2F, HOTEL HEWITT KOSHIEN).

- **Cloak**
  Cloak service is available as follows.
  1F, HOTEL HEWITT KOSHIEN
  June 24 (Fri.) 7:00 - 19:00
  June 25 (Sat.) 7:00 - 19:00
  *Please note that such things as laptop PC, any valuables and fragile objects cannot be kept in the cloakroom.

- **Internet service (Wi-Fi)**
  Free Wi-Fi is available for your use in the meeting venue.
  SSID: HEWITT-AP
  PW: 0798481111
  *Connection speed may change due to circumstances.

8. Congress Secretariat

Medical Convention Division, Sunplanet Co., Ltd.
6F Sumitomo Seisen Koishikawa Bldg., 3-5-10 Otsuka, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 112-0012, Japan
E-mail: jshr28-secretariat@sunpla-mcv.com